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FITNESS ELITE PACK
Elemence Bright Renewal Serum, Elemence Repair Complex, TriAction Skin Serum,
TriAction Skin Complex, TriAction Eye Concentrate
$185 • 150 CV

Synergy’s skilled scientists and cosmetic chemists joined

responses and helps the skin resist the effects of external

forces to create personal care formulas that work in harmony

toxins and internal cellular stresses.

to maintain beautiful skin for every skin type. These premiere
Elemence and TriAction formulas were designed using

TriAction Skin Serum

cutting-edge technologies in skin science to nourish, cleanse

Every facial expression causes the skin to wrinkle and pull.

and beautify. Each product is rich in botanicals and vitamins

TriAction Skin Serum targets the permanent lines created by

to give a picture perfect, ageless look.

expressing yourself with fast-acting ingredients that smooth
the skin’s surface and help you look younger and healthier.

Elemence Bright Renewal Serum

So relax and keep smiling – expression lines won’t make you

A combination of concentrated skin-brightening ingredients

frown anymore!

and powerful anti-aging technologies is what gives Bright
Renewal Serum its renewing properties. Uneven or excessive

TriAction Skin Complex

melanin production can cause discoloration that intensifies

Achieve a lifted, firm appearance with TriAction Skin

with exposure to the sun or the natural aging process. This

Complex. As resiliency is enhanced and firmness is improved,

serum is formulated with unique peptides, organic materials,

the skin will receive a boost of youthful radiance.

and natural plant extracts that target specific skin cells to
inhibit melanin production and fade discoloration.

TriAction Eye Concentrate
This unique eye area treatment targets all visible signs of

Elemence Repair Complex

aging, including crow’s feet, under-eye wrinkles and dark

Repair Complex protects against and repairs damage caused

circles. With immediate action and long-lasting results,

by UV exposure and harmful environmental elements. A

TriAction Eye Concentrate helps you achieve a beautiful,

powerful combination of advanced enzymes with plant

contoured appearance. Increase your skin’s firmness and

and algae extracts enhances the skin’s natural recovery

decrease puffiness.

